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Learning Objectives 

• Apply best practices to engage participants remotely  to 
collect, analyze, report, and use high-quality data during 
virtual meetings. 
•  Learn about two tools that promote engagement during 

virtual meetings. 
• Know how to access the DaSy Virtual Engagement 

Toolbox resources. 
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Warm-up 

“What are some advantages of meeting virtually?”  



Integrated Slido activity #1 

What	are	some	advantages	of	meeting	virtually?	
	

ⓘ	Start	presenting	to	display	the	poll	results	on	this	slide.	
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Participant Engagement 
Improve	engagement	before,	during,	and	after	virtual	meetings!	

Include	more	families	and	parents	

Design	activities	to	increase	
involvement	of	diverse	participants	

Gather	participant		feedback, and 	
communicate	more	frequently	
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Best Practices to Increase Engagement 

Plan	
Intentionally		

Consider	
technology	in	

advance	

Give	yourself	
(and	others),	

grace	

Build	
relationships	
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Engage Your Participants 

What?	
• What	type	of	engagement	do	you	
need	to	foster?	

When?	
• When	should	participants	be	engaged	
(before,	during,	or	after	meeting)?	

How?	
• How	will	you	engage	participants?	
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Virtual Team Engagement 

How do you currently engage participants during meetings? 



Integrated Slido activity #2 

How	do	you	currently	engage	participants	before,	during,	and	
after	meetings?	

ⓘ	Start	presenting	to	display	the	poll	results	on	this	slide.	
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Tool Overview 

• Q&A	and	polling	app		
Slido	

• Real-time	collaborative	
web	platform		Padlet	
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Tool Comparison 

•  Slido   
‒ Participant responses collected 

in real-time 
‒ Participant data automatically 

organized based upon output 
selection (quiz, poll, word 
cloud, etc.) 

‒ Event data (participant 
responses) saved for review 
and analysis 

‒ Can be fully integrated into 
Microsoft PPT 

•  Padlet 
‒ Participant responses collected 

in real-time 
‒ Participant data organized by 

the creator of the padlet, 
participants type on post-it 
notes and move responses to 
categories 

‒ Event data saved and may 
include uploaded files as well as 
participant responses 
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Scenario Overview 

•  Review hypothetical scenarios  
•  Apply Slido and Padlet to demonstrate: 

‒ The 5 Whys needs assessment 
‒ Brainstorming for the development of a vision statement 
‒ Ranking and prioritizing critical questions 
‒ Observing and discussing trends of a data visualization 
 
Think About: How else could I use these tools to increase engagement 
in my virtual meetings? 
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Scenario #1 

•  A state convened a diverse stakeholder group consisting of parent 
representatives, state and local/regional administrators, practitioners, 
higher education representatives, community partners, and other state 
and local agencies to assist in setting rigorous, yet achievable, targets for 
the SSIP.   

•  The state prepared, shared and described the following data using a 
variety of data visualizations with the stakeholder group:  SSIP 
performance data relative to the targets from previous years; the 
methodology used to set the targets; and projected targets for future 
years.   

•  The facilitator of the meeting will lead the team through an initial 
brainstorming activity to think about why they did not meet previous 
targets. 
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Brainstorm with Padlet 
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Scenario #2 

Timely Transitions 
After reviewing and discussing data, a team identifies that the length of time 
for transitions from C to 619 services are significantly lower for some groups 
of children. The team needs to develop strategies to improve the rate of 
timely transitions for specific groups of children with significantly 
lower rates.		

The meeting facilitator wants to gather participant feedback regarding why 
some groups of children have lower transition times and then develop 
strategies to improve this outcome. 
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The 5 Whys 
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Brainstorming Strategies 
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Scenario #3 

Data System Design 
A state Part C program is engaging stakeholders in a high-level process of 
envisioning a new data system.  
The meeting facilitator wants to engage participants by asking them to share 
key words and thoughts regarding their purpose and vision statement to 
guide plans and decisions for a new system.  
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Vision Statement 
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Prioritize Critical Questions 
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Scenario #4 

Analysis of Survey Data 
A team is analyzing the representativeness of their family outcomes survey 
data (Indicator 4), especially along the lines of racial groups, in order to 
develop strategies to increase response rates from targeted groups that we 
have not historically had success with reaching in the past. 
	

The meeting facilitator will project the data for the team to review and 
needs to collect participant observations regarding the trends they are 
observing.	
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Reviewing Data Visualization 
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Slido 

Think About: What type 
of information do you 
need to gather from your 
participants? 
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Padlet 
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How can you use Slido and Padlet? 

•  Let us know your new ideas to increase participant engagement by sharing 
your ideas! 
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DaSy Virtual Engagement Toolbox 

Go	to	the	DaSy	Center's	Website	
to	access	the	toolbox!	
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Additional DaSy Resources 

•  Data Visualization Toolkit 
•  Stakeholder Knowledge: State Performance Plan/Annual Performance 

Report 
•  DaSy Toolbox to Increase Virtual Engagement 
•  Putting Pizzazz in Online Meetings: Using Zoom for Data Presentations and 

Discussions 
•  Stakeholder Knowledge Toolkit: Building Knowledge about Data 
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Ways DaSy can help you 

Contact your State TA Liaison 

Learn about MyDaSyTA 

Join a Learning Community 

Ask DaSy for Help 
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DaSy Thank You slide 

Thank you 
Visit us at http://dasycenter.org/ 

Follow us on Twitter: @DaSyCenter   

 

The contents of this presentation were developed under a grant from the U.S. Department of Education, 
#H373Z190002. The contents and resources do not necessarily represent the policy of the U.S. Department of 
Education, and you should not assume endorsement by the Federal Government. Project Officers: Meredith Miceli 
and Amy Bae. 


